Simple Style Suggestions

Learn to tie a scarf a variety of fashionable styles.

With a little practice and a lot of imagination you will discover many new ways to accent your wardrobe and add a touch of your own personality as well.

The scarf plays an important role in today’s fashion scene, and we’re happy to provide you with some new ideas on how to wear this versatile accessory.

FEMALE APPEARANCE CHECKLIST

• Does your blouse or shirt fit properly? Do buttons stay closed or does the garment fit too loosely?
• When wearing a skirt, the hem should generally fall at the knee or just below the knee.
• When wearing pleated slacks, pleats should remain closed and not wrinkle across the hip.
• Is your slack hem hitting the middle of your heel?
• Hose should be in good condition with no runs, sheer or neutral color.
• Are your shoes polished and in good condition?
• Is your uniform in excellent condition with no missing buttons or pulled seams? No stains or wrinkles?
• Is your jewelry limited and appropriate for the job?
• Is your overall appearance neat, clean and appropriate for your job?
• Are you wearing your name badge?
Single Knot Neck Wrap

**STEP 1**
Begin with a bias-folded (on the diagonal) oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Drape scarf around neck so that middle of the scarf is at back of neck.

**STEP 3**
Drape the scarf around your neck, with one end hanging longer than the other. Wrap the longer end around the shorter end.

**STEP 4**
Tie scarf ends into a single knot, toward one shoulder or the other.

**STEP 5**
Let the scarf ends drape softly for a feminine touch.

Men’s Tie Knot

**STEP 1**
Begin with a bias-folded (on the diagonal) square or oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Drape the scarf around your neck, with one end hanging longer than the other.

**STEP 3**
Wrap the longer end around the shorter end a second time, creating a loop.

**STEP 4**
Pass the longer end upward to the front and pass it down through the loop.

**STEP 5**
The scarf should hang like a loosened necktie.

Back Tie Ascot

**STEP 1**
Begin with a bias-folded (on the diagonal) oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Drape the scarf around your neck, with one end hanging longer than the other.

**STEP 3**
Wrap the longer end around the shorter end.

**STEP 4**
Tie a double knot at back of neck and tie in ends.

Rope Twist Neck Wrap

**STEP 1**
Begin with a bias-folded (on the diagonal) oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Drape the scarf around your neck, with one end hanging longer than the other.

**STEP 3**
Holding one end taut, twist the other end around your hand to create rope effect.

**STEP 4**
Pass both ends taut, wrap scarf around the neck once or twice.

**STEP 5**
Tie a double knot and shift the knot off center as desired.

**STEP 7**
Hold one end of the scarf firmly while sliding the other end through belt loops. Make sure both ends are evenly and are centered in the front.

**STEP 8**
Wrap scarf to sit low on your waist, at the hipbone.

Scarf Ring Waist Wrap

**STEP 1**
Begin with a longer, bias-folded (on the diagonal) oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Slide a scarf ring onto one end of the scarf.

**STEP 3**
Slide other end of the scarf through the ring and adjust as desired.

**STEP 4**
Wrap scarf to sit low on your waist, at the hipbone.

**STEP 5**
Tie in a double knot and shift the knot off center as desired.

Knotted Belt

**STEP 1**
Begin with a longer, bias-folded (on the diagonal) square or oblong scarf.

**STEP 2**
Hold one end of the scarf firmly while sliding the other end through belt loops. Make sure both ends are evenly and are centered in the front.

**STEP 3**
Tie a double knot and shift the knot off center as desired.

**STEP 4**
Wrap scarf to sit low on your waist, at the hipbone.

**STEP 5**
Let the scarf ends drape softly for a feminine touch.

To view the complete line of scarves, please refer to the Cintas Uniform Book.